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Would you believe we’re teaching a 
universal search class in Seattle?

Source: Search Engine Watch Blog, July 3, 2008



We haven’t dumped your tea in our 
harbor or faced you in the ALCS

• We have both been 
named to Who’s Who in 
SEO Experts by Larry 
Chase’s Search Engine 
for Marketers
• We are both Search 
Engine Watch Blog 
Correspondents
• We are both frequent 
speakers at Search 
Engine Strategies



We were teaching this class before 
Google introduced universal search

• We taught “Getting 
found in all the right 
places” at SES New 
York on April 9, 2007
• Google announced its 
critical first steps toward 
a universal search 
model on May 16, 2007
• We have renamed our 
class “Optimizing for 
universal search”



Ultimate goal of universal search is 
to break down silos of information

“The ultimate goal of 
universal search is to break 
down the silos of 
information that exist on the 
web and provide the very 
best answer every time a 
user enters a query.”

Marissa Mayer, vice president 
of search products and user 
experience at Google

Sources: Google Press Center: May 16, 2007, 
and Search Engine Land, July 3, 2007



This workshop is focused on 
optimizing for universal search

• Video search
– Video sharing

• News search
– Online media

• Image search
– Photo sharing

• Local search
– Maps

• Other verticals
– Products, books, etc.



Has universal search changed 
searcher behavior dramatically?

• Images, news, video, 
and local information 
are now being delivered 
in one easy-to-use and 
sometimes personalized 
interface.
• Are searchers 
warming to the blended 
search concept?

Source: Kevin Ryan, Editor in Chief, SES Magazine, Dec. 2007



Images in universal search results 
change our eye scanning patterns

Source: Enquiro Research, Aug. 16, 2007



Search for Pearl Jam videos in 
Google and videos rank #2 & #3

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Pearl Jam videos in 
Yahoo! and videos appear at top

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Pearl Jam videos in Live 
Search and videos appear at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Pearl Jam videos in Ask 
and videos appear at top of SERP

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Steve Ballmer in Google 
and videos rank #2, #3 & #6

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Steve Ballmer in Yahoo! 
and video ranks #3, news ranks #4

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Steve Ballmer in Live 
Search and top news articles at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Steve Ballmer in Ask 
and encyclopedia listing at top

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Yahoo Microsoft news in 
Google and news results rank #1

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Yahoo Microsoft news in 
Yahoo! and news results at top

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Top news articles appear in Live 
Search for Yahoo Microsoft news

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Yahoo Microsoft news in 
Ask and latest news ranks first

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle Mariners in 
Google and news results rank #4

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle Mariners in 
Yahoo! and sports scores at top 

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle Mariners in Live 
Search and Fox Sports at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle Mariners in Live 
Search and official site at top

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Ichiro Suzuki photos in 
Google and image results rank #1

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Ichiro Suzuki photos in 
Yahoo! and image results at top

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Ichiro Suzuki photos in 
Live Search and top images at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Ichiro Suzuki photos in 
Ask and image search top of SERP

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Starbucks logo in 
Google and image results rank #1

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Starbucks logo in 
Yahoo! and image results at top

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Starbucks logo in Live 
Search and top images at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Starbucks logo in Ask 
and image search at top of SERP

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Redmond map in 
Google and a map ranks #1

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Redmond map in 
Yahoo! and a map appears at top

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Search for Redmond map in Live 
Search and a map appears at top

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Redmond map in Ask 
and a map appears at top of SERP

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle hotels downtown
in Google and local map ranks #1

Source: Google, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle hotels downtown
in Yahoo! and 10 blue links appear

Source: Yahoo!, July 14, 2008



Top local listings appear in Live 
Search for Seattle hotels downtown

Source: Live Search, July 14, 2008



Search for Seattle hotels downtown
in Ask and 10 blue links appear

Source: Ask, July 14, 2008



Of 1.2 billion queries, 220 million 
contained universal search result

Source: James Lamberti, SVP Search and Media,
comScore, Search Engine Strategies, Mar. 18, 2008



Of 87 million people searching, 
58% saw some universal result

Source: James Lamberti, SVP Search and Media,
comScore, Search Engine Strategies, Mar. 18, 2008



You don’t need to target hundreds 
of search terms, just the key ones

• Who: Company and 
executive names
• What: Brands, products,  
categories and industry
• When: Business and 
financial news
• Where: Places
• Why: Picture(s), photo(s), 
pic(s), image(s), diagram(s), 
cartoon(s), illustration(s), 
logo(s) and video(s)
• How: Training videos



We’ll look at video sharing sites as 
well as video optimization steps

• 82.2 million viewers 
watched 4.1 billion videos 
on YouTube in May 2008

– 50.4 videos per viewer

• 54.8 million viewers 
watched 703 million videos 
on MySpace that month

– 12.8 videos per viewer

• This makes YouTube the 
leader in online video by a 

Sources: Search Engine Land, Nov. 20, 2007,
and comScore Video Metrix, July 14, 2008



We’ll look at media relations as well 
as press release optimization

• Most companies are savvy 
enough today to put press 
releases on their web sites
• Sadly, few bother to 
optimize press releases for 
search engines, and that’s 
too bad, because a well 
optimized press release can 
do more than just rank well 
in search results – it can 
also offer additional website 
visibility benefits, as well

Source: Search Engine Land, Aug. 21, 2007



We’ll look at photo sharing sites as 
well as image optimization steps

• 19% of Google users have 
seen images in universal 
search results
• In addition, 616 million 
Google image searches are 
conducted a month in US
• Plus, more than 28.5 
million people visited Flickr 
and almost 25 million 
people visited Photobucket 
in June 2008

Sources: Search Engine Land, Aug. 28, 2007,
comScore, Dec. 2007, and Compete, July 15, 2008



We’ll look at creating maps as well 
as local optimization steps 

• Google universal search is 
sending 45.2 million 
downstream referrals a 
month to Google Maps
• In addition, there are 143 
million searches a month on 
Google Maps from within 
the U.S.
• There are several simple 
steps that you can take to 
really give your local content 
a better chance at ranking 
well in local search results

Sources: Search Engine Land, Sept. 18, 2007,
and comScore qSearch, Dec. 2007



Ultimate goal of this workshop is to 
break down the silos in marketing

• Few companies have shifted search 
engine marketing resources or 
reorganized marketing department to 
tackle universal search

• So, this workshop will also tackle how to 
break down the silos in marketing

• Advent of blended search results requires 
whole new integrated marketing 
communications plan



Planning for Universal Search 
Optimization

Amanda Watlington
Searching for Profit

Part 2



Planning for Universal Search –
Four Easy Steps

Inventory your digital assets
Evaluate your current optimization
Identify optimization gaps
Develop a plan to fill the gaps



Assess the Situation

Review all of the types of files that you have 
both on your site and available to you –
images, pdfs, audio, video, etc.
Google (14 types – beyond html)
Yahoo! (8 types – beyond html)

Go to the Google and Yahoo! and use the 
“invisible” tabs for additional ideas – maps, 
products -- are examples we are including 
today



Assess the Situation

Review the status of your overall optimization.
If you are struggling with the basics of html optimization 

because of your CMS or other site challenges, 
consider optimizing for YouTube, Flickr, Maps, etc. 
that don’t require spidering

If you have the basics down, revisit how you are 
handling images, pdfs, or other elements

Be ruthless in your evaluation, but be kind to 
yourself. For example, for your business in the 
past, there may have been no compelling 
reason to optimize images. Now there is.



Identify the Gaps

Look for the low-hanging fruit. These will 
yield the most bang for your effort. Maybe 
it is pdfs, maybe products, maybe maps.

Determine whether it makes sense for your 
business to fill the gaps for how you are 
handling universal search. You must 
decide: Is video appropriate? What about 
audio? 



Plan to Move Ahead

Build the systems and plan for optimization of 
other elements. For example, how will you 
handle images going forward.

Develop a plan of action for moving forward based 
on your needs not just what the engines show.

Draw baseline data to ascertain your current 
performance. It is helpful for making the case for 
doing more. Then, monitor the change. 



You Ought to Be in Moving 
Pictures

Amanda Watlington
Searching for Profit

Part 3



Online Video Statistics
Online Video Streaming by Country

Reach of 
Video 

Streaming

% Total Time 
Online Spent 

Video 
Streaming

Video 
Streams per 

Streamer 
per Month

United Kingdom 80% 10% 80
United States 76% 6% 65
France 79% 13% 64
Germany 70% 9% 62
Total Online Population Age 15+ – Home and Work Locations*

Source: comScore Video Metrix, April 2007 



Getting Your Video Found…



Video Search Engines

Video Search Engines 
All theWeb Video
AltaVista Video Search
AOL Video Search
Blinkx
Brightcove
Clop Roller
Pixsy
Pure Video
Scoop Vid
Search for Video

Search Video
Singing Fish
Tube Surf
Vdoogle
Yahoo! Video Search

Video Directories
The Internet Movie Archive
The Open Video Project



Video-Sharing Sites



2 Options Explored
•On-Site
•Shared



Many formats for video production and players still 
vying for prominence with users

Most users do not know where to look for video – there 
is a lot of niche market video

YouTube, Google Video, Yahoo! and Brightcove get 
most attention

Professionally done video competes for attention with 
consumer-generated video

As more video is optimized, users will be able to find 
video more easily

Monetization schemes are ill-defined

Video Presents Optimization 
Challenges



Video Formats

QuickTime Movie (mov) 
Windows Media Video (wmv) 
AVI Video (avi) 
MPEG Video (mpg, mpeg) 
Windows Media Video (asf) 
MPEG-4 Video (mp4, mpeg4) 
Mobile Video (3gpp, 3gp, 3g2) 
Matroska Format (mkv) 
Flash Player Video (flv) 
DVD Video (vob) 
Ogg Format (ogm) 
Nullsoft Video (nsv) 



Offer video in multiple formats – for high and low 
bandwidth.

Optimize video files by encoding ID3 tags with full 
metadata. 

Be sure that you don’t lose the ID3 tags as you save to 
multiple formats

Use keyword rich filenames for videos.
Create video thumbnails for maximum punch.
Protect copyright with watermarks and visible cues
Submit your video to the video search engines. 
Place video offering prominently on your site navigation

Optimizing Video Files



Create a video sitemap for Google. 

Optimizing Video Files

<urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9"
xmlns:video="http://www.google.com/schemas/sitemap-video/1.0">

<url>
<loc>http://www.site.com/videos/some_video_landing_page.html</loc>
<video:video>

<video:content_loc>http://www.site.com/video123.flv</video:content_loc>
<video:player_loc allow_embed="yes">http://www.site.com/videoplayer.swf?video=123</video:player_loc>
<video:title>My funny video</video:title>
<video:thumbnail_loc>http://www.site.com/thumbs/123.jpg</video:thumbnail_loc>

</video:video>
</url>

<url>
<loc>http://www.site.com/videos/some_other_video_landing_page.html</loc>
<video:video>

<video:content_loc>http://www.site.com/videos/video1.mpg</video:content_loc>
<video:description>A really awesome video</video:description>

</video:video>
</url>
</urlset>



More on Video Sitemaps

http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=80472



Each Sitemap file that you provide must have no more than 50,000 video 
items and must be no larger than 10MB uncompressed.

Be mindful of video size. An individual video file or thumbnail (specified in 
the <video:content_loc> and <video:thumbnail_loc> tags, respectively) can 
be no larger than 30MB. If you have more than 50,000 videos, you can 
submit multiple Sitemaps and a Sitemap index file. 

Google can crawl video files in: .mpg, .mpeg, .mp4, .mov, .wmv, .asf, .avi, 
.ra, .ram, .rm, .flv formats. All files must be accessible via standard HTTP 
requests. Metafiles that require a download of the source via streaming 
protocols are not supported. 

Set robots.txt file appropriately. 

Understanding Video Sitemaps



On-Site Video Optimization

Group Videos 
Together



1. Create video with branding in 
it

2. Create site map – video blog 
with RSS feed for distribution 
is easiest

3. Create tags to identify subject
4. Write clear Titles and 

descriptions
5. Create landing pages for each 

video
6. Be sure to offer a player on 

your site
7. Offer viral marketing 

opportunities for video 
distribution

On-Site Video Optimization



Focus on YouTube



How many viewers should
you expect for your videos?



Setting Expectations for YouTube?

70% of videos get at least 20 views 
50% of videos get at least 100 views 
Fewer than 20% of videos get more than 500 

views 
Fewer than 10% of videos get more than 1,500 

views 
3% of videos get more than 25,000 views 
Around 1% of videos get more than 500,000 views 

Source: Rubber Media and Viral Manager Study Q3-Q4 2007



Strive to Become the Next Matt Harding



This Was Not an Amateur Effort



The Real Paydirt

More views result



Production – The Devil Is in the Details



How Long? What Category?

What is the best length for a YouTube Video?
Most popular videos tend to be much shorter than 10 minutes 

52.3% of videos in the all time most popular category were between 3-
5 minutes long. 

Median length of video clips in study was 2 minutes. 
What category is best?

The one the fits your topic, but most popular are:
Entertainment 
Sports 
Music 
Comedy 
News and Politics 

Is it wise to let viewers rate the video?
Yes! Most videos earn 4+ ratings, and viewers watch rated videos. 

www.imconf.net/imc-2007/papers/imc78.pdf 



When to Upload Video?

Upload during the week 
Plan to upload on Wednesday or Thursday  
Submit your video between 12p.m. and 1 p.m. in 

time zone where you want it viewed
Be sure to allow time for YouTube to process the 

video – don’t expect instant results

www.imconf.net/imc-2007/papers/imc78.pdf 



Why Is My Video Blurry?

Problem: The resolution is wrong
Solution: Go back to editing and re-render 

the video.

YouTube displays video at 425 (width) by 355 
(height). For best results render as close as you 
can to this without creating massive files



Follow These Steps



Steps for YouTube Optimization

Create an optimized channel – branded visually
Socialize the channel – use the community 
Optimize each video submitted
Seek subscribers – they are the key to views
Seek ratings – they are the key to prominence
Aim to be page 1 – “Featured, Most Viewed, Most 

Discussed, Top Favorites” – each requires a 
slightly different focus of activity



Think Categories

Select the best thumbnail for each video



Flag with Tags



Optimize Title, Description and Tags



Tips for Optimizing YouTube Tags

1. Use Relevant Tags -- Make sure your tags are relevant to your content. 

2. Use Tags Like Keywords -- Spread tags across your clips. Using a 
variety of relevant tags on many clips can increase long tail searches.

3. Use Adjectives -- As with text search, they help users makes choices. 

4. Include YouTube Category Tags -- This will help pin your video to a 
category.

5. Match Tags in Title and Description -- Use tags as you would primary 
keywords in a page optimization.

6 . Omit Stop Words -- Remember tags are not long sentence like 
phrases. 



Optimize and Socialize Your Channel



Optimized Profile



Use the Tools

1

2

3

4



Use the Tools

4

1
2



Seek Subscribers
Allow and Monitor Comments

These folks will receive notice when you upload a new video



Tips for Socialization

Your Profile is ‘Your Channel” treat it as if you are a tv channel that 
must build viewers for its shows. Your videos are the shows.

Build a friends network concurrent with posting of first video. These 
contacts can be anyone familiar or likely to view the videos on 
YouTube. Recency is important so line the connections up early.

Ask friends to subscribe to your videos and view them – drives most 
viewed, do it asap to drive featured

Subscribe to others’ video’s via their channels.
Rate other videos and ask your friends/subscribers to rate yours – to 

drive top favorites. The votes count in the relevancy algo.
Write comments and include notes and links that point to your video if 

relevant; otherwise it is spam
Join groups that are interested in the topics that are in the videos –

there are lots of groups, once in a group use the group to expand 
the video’s friends and contacts lists.



Take advantage of the distribution opportunities of the major outlets 
such as YouTube

Use RSS feeds to distribute your video – create separate feed for 
video content only

Develop your tags as carefully as site keywords
Video is primarily searched based on user-given tags and 

descriptions
Create video site maps and landing pages for video content
Use viral marketing to gain additional exposure for your videos
Make video content search friendly by adding associated searchable 

text and tags.
Blog about content and link to video

Hot Tips and Tactics



Let’s Get Busy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZQYK_SlR0s

Write a list of optimization tactics that are: -- -----
already done
-- not done
-- you like or don’t like

What additional tags would you add to this video



Optimizing press releases and 
media relations for news results

Greg Jarboe
SEO-PR

Part 4



If you buy the stuff the PR people 
put out, this plays to my strength

“One can’t help but 
notice that if Greg 
Jarboe had gone to 
Google and designed 
universal search himself 
he likely couldn’t have 
designed it (better) to 
play into his strength 
areas in news and PR 
related issues.”

Source: David Dalka’s blog, Aug. 21, 2007



Press releases aren’t supposed to 
appear in universal search results

Source: Google, Jan. 16, 2008



CNNMoney.com story was actually 
copy of PR Newswire press release

Source: CNNMoney.com, Jan. 16, 2008



I’ll share at least six of the secrets 
of news search engine optimization

• “I keep six honest 
serving-men
• (They taught me all I 
knew);
• Their names are What 
and Why and When
• And How and Where 
and Who.”

Source: Epigraph to “The Elephant's Child” by Rudyard Kipling



Optimizing press releases for news 
search engines tackles 6 questions
• Who uses Yahoo! News, AOL News and Google 

News?
• What search terms are people likely to use?
• Where do you incorporate these terms in your 

press releases?
• When do you add links?
• Why must you use press release distribution 

services?
• How do you measure the results of your 

campaign?



Millions of Americans use Yahoo! 
News, AOL News or Google News
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Source: Nielsen Online, April 2008



73.8% of journalists use Google to 
gather information about company

Source: PRWeek/PR Newswire Media Survey, Mar. 31, 2008



Google Trends shows what search 
terms people are likely to use

Source: Google Trends, July 16, 2008



Hot Trends reflects what people 
are searching for on Google today

Source: Google Hot Trends, July 16, 2008



Incorporate these terms in your 
headline and first few sentences

• News search engines scan 
title, headline and at least 
the first 100 words of news 
articles
• So, make sure your press 
release actually includes 
two or three terms that 
relate to your subject –
particularly in the headline, 
subhead and first few 
sentences

Source: The New York Times, April 9, 2006



Herb Kelleher went nuts when he 
saw “cheap” in his press release

Source: Southwest Airlines, Jan. 30, 2004



Add links intended to help people 
find interesting, related content

• The unique tracking 
link in this Southwest 
Airlines press release 
offered a complete list 
of fares
• It took people to a 
unique landing page, 
enabling Southwest to 
track over $80,000 in 
ticket sales back to this 
optimized release

Source: The Measurement Standard, April 6, 2004



Head of Google’s Webspam team 
says main benefit is links in articles

• “I’m not against doing 
press releases; press 
releases can be a useful 
part of getting traffic and 
building a brand.  For 
ranking in Google, however, 
the main benefit of a press 
release is not direct links or 
PageRank from the press 
release directly; it’s primarily 
the people who decide to 
write an article and link 
because of that.”

Source: Matt Cutts: Gadgets, Google and SEO, Dec. 11, 2005



News search engines crawl the top 
press release distribution services



New York Times and Associated 
Press top sources in Google News

• Newsknife regularly 
monitors the main Google 
News site
• It notes the relevance 
position of each news site 
listing on the home page 
and up to 10 sub-pages 
deep
• It awards points on a 
sliding scale to give a very 
good picture of how each 
news site is doing over time

Source: Newsknife, July 3, 2008



Measure results of your campaign 
in outcomes as well as outputs

• Ranking of press release
• Headline impressions
• Reads of press release
• Click-throughs on links
• Press mentions
• Blog mentions
• Links to landing page
• Ranking of landing page
• Traffic to website
• Conversions from traffic



Articles and posts referred 34.4 
times more visitors than releases

Referrers

Articles Posts Releases

• PR generated a total 
of 166,984 referrers in 
September 2007

– 83.7% from articles
– 13.5% from posts
– 2.8% from releases

• At $2.15 per click, 
that’s equivalent of 
$359,000 in PPC 
advertising

Source: Fortune 500 company, Sept. 2007

13%
3%



SEO-PR asked to provide some 
“SEO guidance” on Aug. 7, 2006

• With a compelling story 
and a broadcast deal with 
ABC News, the editors at 
The Christian Science 
Monitor knew their online 
multimedia package, 
“Hostage: The Jill Carroll 
Story,” would generate a lot 
of visitor traffic
• But, even they were 
surprised by exactly how 
much and from whom

Source: SEO-PR, Monday, Aug. 7, 2006



In early August, Jill Carroll hadn’t 
been search term for three months

Source: Google Trends, Sept. 7, 2006



Optimizing press release required 
violating Associated Press style

Source: The Christian Science Monitor, Friday, Aug. 11, 2006



We posted video to YouTube and 
added multimedia to news release

Sources: YouTube and Business Wire, Friday, Aug. 11, 2006



Optimized press release still top 
ranked two days after it went out

Source: Yahoo News, Aug. 13, 2006



News results for Jill Carroll also 
appeared in Google OneBox

Source: Google, Aug. 13, 2006



We pitched The Huffington Post, 
Boing Boing and other bloggers

Sources: The Huffington Post and 
Boing Boing, Sunday, Aug. 13, 2006



We pitched the human editors of 
both Yahoo! News and AOL News

Sources: Yahoo News and AOL News, Monday, Aug. 14, 2006



In the first 24 hours, we generated 
247 news stories about Jill Carroll

Source: Google News Archives, Aug. 13-14, 2006



In first 24 hours, we generated 
1,014 blog posts about Jill Carroll

Source: Google Blog Search Archives, Aug. 13-14, 2006



We helped generate record traffic 
to Christian Science Monitor site

• More than 450,000 unique visitors flooded the site on 
Monday, Aug. 14
– During first 2 days of series, the number of new visitors to site 

rose to more than 7 times daily average in July
– Nearly 90% of visitors came from US, with Canadians and the 

British also showing strong interest

• Page views broke through the 1 million mark on Monday, 
Aug. 14
– Soared to nearly 1.6 million page views on Tuesday, Aug. 15
– This represented massive increase from site’s July average of 

121,247 page views per day

Source: WebSideStory, Aug. 17, 2006



42.8 times more traffic came from 
search and blogs than ABC News

1. CNN.com
2. Bookmarks or directly 

referred URLs
3. Yahoo
4. Google
5. AOL
6. Huffington Post
7. Boing Boing
8. MSN
9. ABC News

Source: WebSideStory, Aug. 13-28, 2006



Will press release optimization ever 
replace the art of the schmooze?

• Number of newspaper 
reporters in Philadelphia 
has fallen from 500 in 1990 
to 220 in 2005
• With the exception of Fox, 
local TV stations have cut 
back on traditional news 
coverage
• The 5 AM radio stations 
that used to cover news 
have been reduced to 2

Source: Project for Excellence in Journalism, May 8, 2006



63% of journalists say that visuals 
are very important to their stories

• Another 27% say visuals 
are somewhat important
• 41% of the journalists 
surveyed said that visuals 
could dictate their content
• “A release e-mailed with a 
jpg or tif file has a much 
better chance of making it 
into our newspaper,” said 
one editor

Source: Bennett & Company Media Survey, Aug. 15, 2006



In many industries, influential blogs 
have become the new trade press

Source: Search Engine Watch, Dec. 18, 2007



Buzzing blogger community can be 
an excellent place to generate links

“It is not only the number of 
links you have pointing to 
your site that matters, but 
also the quality and 
relevance of those links.  
Creating good content pays 
off: Links are usually 
editorial votes given by 
choice, and the buzzing 
blogger community can be 
an excellent place to 
generate interest.”

Source: Google Webmaster Help Center



Blog post generated 197 times 
more B2B leads than news article

Source: MarketingSherpa, Aug. 11, 2006



You’ve got to get the PR people 
interacting with the search people

• For a good part of the 
20th century, every part 
of the marketing mix 
was in a different silo
• To the extent that you 
can get the PR people 
interacting with the 
search people, they will 
discover that there are 
lots of things they can 
do together

Source: Michael Miller interview with Greg Jarboe, SEO-PR



You Ought to Be in Pictures

Amanda Watlington
Searching for Profit

Part 5



Optimizing Images

For your site
For photo-sharing sites



Universal Search -- Google

Not quite the same 
results in the Web 
search and Image 
search



Blended Search – Yahoo!



Why We Must Optimize for Photo-Sharing 
Sites



Images – How Google Wants  Images 
Identified

Images: Use the alt attribute to provide descriptive text. In 
addition, we recommend using a human-readable 
caption and descriptive text around the image. 

http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.
py?hl=en&answer=66353



First, Optimize Your Site’s Images

Give images meaningful names – pineapple.jpg not 0156a.jpg



An Example of Optimized File Name Combined 
with ALT Text

Use ALT text and add keywords in Photoshop during 
creation

<img 
src="/gallery/images/the_big_pineapple.jpg" 
alt="The Big Pineapple" width="440" 
height="640" />

Page 1 – Result
Google



Use ALT Tag to Convey Message

• No ALTs on decorative elements
• Instead of “dog pushing cart,”

there is the call to action 
conveyed by the dog pusing the 
cart



Use Captions to Avoid This



Help Improve Image Search on Google



Images – How Google Treats Them

Google analyzes the text on the page adjacent 
to the image, the image caption and dozens of 
other factors to determine the image content. 
Google also uses sophisticated algorithms to 
remove duplicates and ensure that the highest 
quality images are presented first in your results. 

http://www.google.com/help/faq_images.html



The Other Factors -- Google and 
Yahoo! Use

EXIF - Exchangeable image file format
IPTC - International Press 

Telecommunications Council photo 
metadata



EXIF

Date and time information -- Your digital camera 
typically records the date and time of the shot 
and imbeds in the image’s metadata. 

Camera settings -- Camera model and make, and 
variable information such as orientation, 
aperture, shutter speed, focal length, metering 
mode, and ISO speed information. 

A thumbnail -- Useful for previewing the picture on 
the camera's LCD screen, in file managers, or in 
photo manipulation software. 

Descriptions and copyright information. 



EXIF in Action



IPTC Tags



Let’s Get Busy

Flickr – keeps and uses EXIF stats. Now, 
you can retrieve them.

Using the “camera finder” in Flickr. Identify
Top 5 cameras by # of users
Top 5 models of Sonys and Nikons by # of 

users
How many iPhone pictures have been uploaded 

to Flickr



Lots of Pix and Cameras Too



Focus on Flickr



Photosharing

23
AOL Pictures
Care2 Connect
dotPhoto
Faces
Flickr – owned by Yahoo!
Fotki
KodakEasyShareGallery
MyPhotoAlbum
Picassa – owned by 
Google

PBase.com
Photobucket.com
PhotoSite
PictureTrail
Pixagogo
Ringo
SmugMug
Webshots
Zoto



Flickr Nomenclature 

Photostream – Your photos, as you upload them 
you add to your stream
Photo Sets – Used by you to organize your 
photostream into meaningful units, a  photo can 
be in several sets and shared in several groups
Collections – groups of photo sets on a theme
Photo Groups – Used to describe a community of 
shared interest, multiple photographers can be 
members











Manage Your Profile



Manage Your Tags



Make Friends



Use the Tools









Optimize Your Images 



Title – Keyword-rich
Caption -- Meaningful
Tags – Use like keywords
Links

To other photos
To other sources

Anchor text – Use it to help 
define

Keywords in Caption and 
Title should be reflected 
in the tags

Optimization

http://www.flickr.com/photos/wallyg/418328172/



Look for How Others are Using Flickr





Commercial Opportunities Abound

http://www.flickr.com/photos/yeimaya/89347342/

Now it is your turn to 
develop some ideas 
for how you might use 
photo-sharing to get 
your message out.



Let’s Visit

http://www.flickr.com/photos/melcir-selfportraits-2006/2274158494/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/naporama/434189205/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/deadlyphoto/2171141760/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/pavlunka/482653417/



Optimizing pages and submitting 
listings for local business results

Greg Jarboe
SEO-PR

Part 6



Universal search sends 45.2 million 
referrals a month to Google Maps

Source: Google, July 15, 2008



143 million searches a month on 
Google Maps from within the U.S.

Source: comScore qSearch, Dec. 2007



Incorrect listing information can 
spread like wildfire in local search

http://www.bruceclay.com/serc-local.pdf



Use the Local Business Center to 
create free listing on Google Maps

Source: Google Maps



Your Google account gives you 
access to Local Business Center

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Hardest part of the process is 
reading the word verification

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



You can create separate listings for 
each of your business locations

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Google business listing description 
is limited to 200 characters max

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Double-check to see if your 
address is listed below

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Choose up to five categories or 
sub-categories for your business

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Why doesn’t a business listing 
appear for categories you chose?

Google Maps business listings are generated and ranked 
entirely by mathematical algorithms

Due to normal changes in its algorithms and index, 
businesses may not always appear for a particular 
category or keyword search

These changes are automated and impartial
It is Google’s intent to represent available online content 

fairly and accurately, and it is working to improve its 
search results

If you don’t know whether or not your listing is included in 
Google Maps, perform a search for [ your business 
name in your city, zip code ]

Source: Google Maps Help



Specify when you are open and 
what types of payment you accept

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Add up to 10 photos, images, 
diagrams, illustrations or logos

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Fill in other details customers may 
want to know about your business

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Let Google know how you would 
like to validate your business listing

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Use the Local Business Center to 
edit your listing whenever you like

Source: Google Maps Local Business Center



Google Maps now lets users find 
public transit stops in your area

Source: Explore Google Maps



Google Maps lets you add 
landmarks and points of interest

Source: Explore Google Maps



Google’s My Maps feature lets you 
create your own custom Maps

• You can add placemarks, 
draw lines and shapes, and 
embed text, photos and 
videos.
• Your map automatically 
gets a public URL, or you 
can publish your map for 
inclusion in Google Maps 
search results.
• Google shows organic 
local search results with red 
pushpins; user-generated 
results have blue pushpins.

Source: Official Google Blog, April 5, 2007



Google Maps ranks business 
listings by relevance and proximity

• All Google search results are based primarily on 
relevance, and Google Maps listings are no different

• Google Maps ranks business listings based on their 
relevance to search terms entered, along with 
geographic distance (where indicated) and other factors

• Sometimes Google’s search technology decides that a 
business that’s farther away is more likely to have what 
you’re looking for than a business that’s closer

• Google Maps is a free service, so there’s no way to pay 
for a better ranking

• Google does its best to keep details of its algorithm 
confidential in order to make the ranking system as fair 
as possible for everyone

Source: Google Maps Help



Local Business Center now gives 
you statistics for the last 30 days

Source: Google Maps Help



Majority of online product research 
leads to offline conversions

• In 2007, a survey from 
Accenture reported that 
58% of respondents said 
they locate items online 
before going to a store to 
purchase
• The Kelsey Group’s 
research indicates that with 
purchases of more than 
$500, where the Internet is 
the starting point, more than 
90% of the transactions 
finish offline

Source: Kelsey Group Blogs, May 11, 2007



You can create coupons for any 
active listing you have submitted

Source: Google Maps Help



How About Going Shopping?

Amanda Watlington
Searching for Profit

Part 7



One-Box Results Mean Revenue for 
Savvy Merchants



Shopping Search Leads to Revenues



Easy-to-Use and Free

All it costs is time/fees 
to load the information 
on your products



Many Review Sources



Sell Almost Anything

A

B

C



Checkout Links to Trends



What’s the Hot Product?



How to Submit



What Can You Sell?



Product Submissions
The Process

Create and register the feed
Upload the information – Up to 20MB via 

Google’s own interface
Google processes the data
Verify that upload and processing was 

successful
Do it all over again, as needed



Selling Requirements for Items Listed

Attributes must fit item type and be included in the 
submission. 

Shipping must be across the continental United 
States. 

Prices on feed and landing pages must be in US 
dollars. 

Products must have a fixed price – no auction type 
pricing. 

Landing pages must be eCommerce-enabled. 
The landing pages must not have required 

cookies. 



Attributes Describe Items
These Are Required

Title – The name or title of the article, up to 80 characters
Description -- Maximum length of 10,000 characters, write for SEO 
Expiration Date – YYYY-MM-DD
Product Id – Your own number, once submitted don’t change it. 
Image link -- Use your full-sized images; do not use logos or graphic 

that states “image unavailable”
Link to Landing Page – Can be a product page on your site 
Price – in US dollars 
Product Type – Long list of pre-defined types at 

http://base.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?answer=59451&hl=en



Attributes Describe Items
Attributes Drive Traffic

There are many pre-defined item attributes 
including:
Model number 
Payment types accepted 
Payment policies 
Pickup vs. delivery 
Price negotiability 
Quantity available 
Shipping

There are also specific pre-defined attributes for 
product types



Creating the Feed – 5 Formats

Tab-delimited– can be done in Excel 
XML formats 4 types

RSS 2.0
RSS 1.0
Atom 1.0
Atom 0.3



Verify the Submission



Limited Reporting Available

30 Day Expiration 10-12% CTR

0 because link is to site



Try Getting Found in Universal Search 

Video
News
Maps
Images
Products 

All lead to revenue



Slides Are Available

http:www.searchingforprofit.com/Seattle08.pdf


